
From Hong Seung Yen CPC
Sent Friday January 25 2019 953 AM
To Salvaclori Ilaria CPC
Subject RE Balboa Park Open Space

Thank you Ilaria This is great Some of them could be our discussion items

I just made this word file to compile all of our comments still very drafty at the moment Maybe we can chat Monday

to talk about which one goes where in this Word file OR feel free to add to it if you'd like to do so https sfgovl

mysharepointcomwgpersonal ieremy shaw sfgov orgE U GI ids LIM 3ZG kzVDT3TU e RwB EJ Oh4Dgr8a9b-tUwH G h p
w eMaGQUP

Best

Seung Yen

Seung-Yen

Tel 415 575 9026

From Salvaclori Ilaria CPC
Sent Thursday January 24 2019 528 PM
To Hong Seung Yen CPC
Subject Balboa Park Open Space

Seung Yen

Here are some general comments I was not sure what scale of comments you needed so please use whatever you see

fit
I

have lots of other comments like edits and graphic changes but it sounded like those will be needed later on
Thanks and call me if you have questions I have AWS tomorrow
Talk soon
Ilaria

0 Precedent photos should have more descriptive sections Are they currently placeholders 9Except for section

134-137 which is very detailed

0
1 find numbering of standards and guidelines very confusing For example S631 discusses program but G631
discusses the specifics of Community Terrace and Stepped Seating Is there a way of differentiating the

numbering so it doesn't appear they are connected as in fact they are not
Adjust page order page 108 111 109 110

Should we acknowledge that the whole PUC open space section will need to be negotiated Perhaps both

standards and guidelines will need to be re-drafted based on that

Pg 130131 1 would show the bike path in the street section since it's a shared street

Pg 139 Lighting can they consider also uplighting inset in the ground

140-142 1 would label diagram on page 140 with actual plant species i e Tree Type 1 Coast Live Oak Lemon

scented gum Etc

Thanks Ilaria
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